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In 1987, E. P. Hennock published a magisterial

history, and challenges to the nation-state as the

book comparing the development of social insur‐

main framework for analysis have questioned the

ance in Britain and Germany.[1] At the time, the

value of comparing developments in two or more

comparison of social services across national

nation states, with each treated as a homogenous

boundaries was a frequently discussed subject,[2]

entity.

in line with the historiographical preferences of
the day. International comparisons were a fa‐
vored methodology; the examination of social in‐
surance and welfare services coincided with an
interest in the history of social inequality and in
quantitative history more generally, while the po‐
litical relevance of responses to inequality and in‐
justice appeared unquestionable in the context of
broader debates regarding the competitiveness of
existing welfare states or their compatibility with
the ideas and ideals of European economic coop‐
eration.

Twenty years later, E. P. Hennock presents us
with another comparative study of two national
paths towards modern welfare states far broader
chronologically and conceptually than its prede‐
cessor. Comparing Britain and Germany appears
particularly instructive for a number of reasons.
Both are seen as opposite poles among industrial‐
ized and wealthy European countries. While Ger‐
many, a late-comer to industrialization, was a pio‐
neer in comprehensive schemes of state-run so‐
cial insurance, Britain, although it industrialized
sooner, held back. Where the German insurance

Twenty years on, much has changed. The his‐

system quickly acquired a reputation for generos‐

tory of social conflict and of social inequality has

ity, and was often described as the natural prede‐

lost much of its appeal, given the novel attraction

cessor of the Bonn republic's model,[3] the British

of middle-class, and, more recently, nobility stud‐

welfare state frequently serves as a metaphor for

ies. Quantitative approaches have been displaced

inadequate benefits. In Germany, the creation of

to a certain extent by in-depth analyses of qualita‐

national insurance schemes that limited differ‐

tive sources in the framework of the new cultural

ences in state practices is often seen as one of the
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decisive elements of the "second foundation" of

in which laws governing working hours and safe‐

the German Empire in the 1880s. In Britain, by

ty at work must be seen: in Britain, a factory in‐

contrast, the national insurance and assistance

spectorate acted more or less on its own; in Ger‐

system appears to have done little to turn the

many, it did so within the context of a more inten‐

United Kingdom into a more homogenous nation-

sively policed society with more active civil ser‐

state, and was only moderately successful in re‐

vants willing to act decisively against perceived

ducing regional imbalances in wealth and ser‐

abuses.

vices. Hennock's book sets out, however, to ques‐

The most important changes in perspective

tion whether such perceptions, based largely on a

Hennock illustrates concern insurance schemes. It

sometimes simplified view of the present, are

is well known that Germany launched invalidity

valid for the period in which both paths towards

and health insurance for dependent workers in

modern welfare states began.

1883, but that Britain relied on voluntary insur‐

Hennock's book pursues a number of aims. It

ance against industrial accidents. Hennock argues

provides a detailed description of the evolution,

that many of the decisive decisions in Germany

aims, and function of welfare provision and in‐

were made not in the 1880s under Bismarck, but

surance systems between the 1840s and the out‐

in the 1840s, when the problem of poverty as an

break of the First World War in Germany, with a

unintended outcome of the politics of economic

focus on Prussia. At the heart of Hennock's ac‐

liberalism (which resulted from the abolition of

count are the regulation of poor relief, accident

guilds and the liberation of the peasantry) first at‐

insurance and workmen's compensation, provi‐

tracted the attention of the public and of govern‐

sions against the effects of sickness, invalidity,

ment officials.[4] The notion of replacing defunct

and old age, as well as unemployment insurance.

guilds with some form of public body that could

The description of British regulations is not quite

compel membership first emerged in the field of

as detailed (though still comprehensive), as Hen‐

sickness insurance, though very few towns estab‐

nock assumes that these will be more familiar to

lished insurance funds with compulsory member‐

English-speaking readers. Finally, Hennock com‐

ship. The proposals for accident insurance, sick‐

pares and contrasts British and German develop‐

ness, and pension insurance thus represented the

ments, challenging a number of assumptions in

resolution of long-running debates under the spe‐

doing so.

cific economic and political circumstances of the
1880s, which Bismarck influenced, but could not

The book begins with a comparison of the law

entirely control. In Britain, these innovations took

of settlement and the urban administration of the

longer to materialize because little pressure for

poor law. In this field, Hennock highlights similar‐

reform came from parliament or the civil service.

ities rather than differences. In both countries,

What Hennock affirms, however, are the differ‐

the law of settlement tended to encourage labor

ences traditionally highlighted between the two

mobility by reducing poor law unions' or parish‐

insurance systems, not least in his own work. Ger‐

es' ability to reject newcomers, without, however,

man solutions tended to be bureaucratically man‐

providing for national financing. In both coun‐

aged and emphasized compulsion in combination

tries, the role of nonprofessionals in assessing

with the public interest; British solutions tended

poor relief claims was significant, calling into

to rely on persuasion and/or private-sector alter‐

question the distinction between a British system

natives to state management. Although German

administered by amateurs and a German one gov‐

insurance systems soon turned not just to pre‐

erned by professionals. With regard to factory leg‐

venting want, but to maintaining a standard of

islation, Hennock highlights the different contexts

living (particularly with the advent of insurance
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for white-collar workers in 1911), Hennock also

long-term view of historiography rather than

finds that British benefit payments were frequent‐

chasing the latest historiographical fashion. Some

ly more generous, at least in cash terms. Whether

of the most recent work is not cited, but the only

this is also true of differences if purchasing power

instance where it would seem to challenge Hen‐

or living standards are taken into account is a

nock's account is with regard to British old age

more difficult question, but there are at least indi‐

pensions, which have recently been assessed

cations that, in many locations, Britain's benefit

much more positively than Hennock judges them.

recipients were better off than their German

[5] As much recent work deals with the extent of

counterparts.

local variation in practice, it would in any case
have been extremely difficult to incorporate into

There are also some surprising insights in de‐

a concise account. However, there are--very occa‐

tail. British factory inspectors were quicker to rec‐

sional--instances where I would have been curi‐

ognize the existence of work-related illnesses and

ous to know more about Hennock's assessments

to press for some form of compensation. German

of how his reading of the evolution of welfare and

insurance bodies were more active in intervening

insurance systems in Britain and Germany con‐

in public health issues; for example, by funding

nects to some of the broader questions about the

treatment centers for tuberculosis.

relationship of states and individuals, some of

A final point Hennock makes forcefully is the

which appear to be coalescing into new master

need to look beyond the central state to poor law

narratives in this field: the potential link between

boards, trade unions, mutual funds, and munici‐

comprehensive insurance schemes, the medical‐

palities (which were particularly crucial in the

ization of labor relations and the advance of eu‐

realm of unemployment insurance) for a full pic‐

genics,[6] or the consequences of a redefinition of

ture of what social safety nets really looked like

unemployment as an insurable risk for the subse‐

for individual contributors and claimants. Local

quent, largely failed, attempts to regulate and

diversity remained at least potentially important

manage labor markets.[7]

in both systems, although British solutions, once

But the fact that one can wish for more pages

adopted, tended towards greater uniformity than

on what would appear at first sight to be an ex‐

German ones.

ceedingly dry topic indicates that Hennock has

There is very much to praise here (and very

produced an outstanding work, one that repre‐

little to criticize). Anyone who has ever dealt with

sents the best introduction to German social in‐

the complexities of social insurance systems in

surance and welfare schemes in the long nine‐

the past or the present will marvel at how simple

teenth century in any language, and a masterful

they appear in Hennock's lucid exposition. The

contribution to Anglo-German comparison.

book provides key data in easily understandable
tables, a clear and balanced survey of the political
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maneuvers that led to particular legislative out‐
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